
 
 

THE STELLA HOTEL RECEIVES FOUR DIAMOND RECOGNITION BY AAA 
 

 
BRYAN-COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS – The Stella Hotel is thrilled to announce it has 
been recognized as a AAA Four Diamond rated property. The achievement ranks the 
hotel, a Noble House Hotels & Resorts property, as a premier establishment esteemed 
by AAA’s professional inspectors. Only six percent of more than 27,000 properties 
inspected and approved by AAA receive this prestigious award. 

The Four Diamond status reflects the standards of the hotel’s combined experience 
within guest rooms, baths and public areas as well as the personalized service and 
amenities members can expect while staying at The Stella Hotel. As such, the property 
is defined by AAA standards as refined and stylish with upscale physical attributes, 
extensive amenities and a high degree of hospitality, service and attention to detail. 
 
The Stella Hotel anchors Lake Walk, the vibrant 180,000 square-foot town center of 
ATLAS and the Traditions Club. The 176-key property is adjacent from Traditions Club 
and Community and Texas A&M University and is at the epicenter of the Texas A&M 
Biocorridor. For more information on The Stella Hotel, please 
visit: https://www.thestellahotel.com/. 
 

# # # 
 
ABOUT THE STELLA HOTEL  
The Stella Hotel, managed by Noble House Hotels & Resorts, brings comfort and 
sophistication to Bryan-College Station, Texas, welcoming guests with genuine Texan 
hospitality. The Stella Hotel is complemented by a 5-acre lake, waterfront park and 
pavilion, observation tower, and over two miles of hiking and biking trails. The Stella 
Hotel’s on-site restaurant, Campfire, offers seasonally-driven fare and the craft cocktail 
bar, Hershel’s, is reminiscent of a speakeasy. Specialty brews and snacks can be enjoyed 
at the property’s coffee shop, P.O.V., or at The Watershed, the property’s pool with a 
full-service bar and private cabanas. The Stella Hotel’s expansive outdoor lawn, The 

Back Yard, evokes a front porch feeling that encourages patrons to relax and socialize. 
The Stella Hotel is a member of the Preferred Hotels & Resorts Lifestyle Collection.  
 
 

 
MEDIA CONTACTS 
bread & Butter  
StellaHotel@breadandbutterpr.com 
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